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TECHNICAL RIDER 
Backline requirements (when NOT supplied by the band): 

BASS RIG: 2 x 4x10 Gallien Krueger 700 RBII 
Alternatives:  

· AMPEG SVT4/SVT7 
· Any 400W compatible with at least 1 4x10 Cabinet 

GUITAR RIGS (2 of  them): PEAVEY 6505 / PEAVEY JSX 
Alternatives: 

· JCM 2000 DSL 
· JCM 900 LEAD 
*. Each rig at least 1 Marshall cabinet 4x12 

DRUMS: Any TAMA drum kit with relatively new skins, not necessarily brand new, but in tuneable 
condition (no rattling at low tuning) 

 - 22” Kick Drum with the mic hole 
 - 12” Rack Tom 
 - 14” Floor Tom 
 - 16” Floor Tom 

All double braced Hardware: 

 - Snare stand 
 - Hi-Hat stand with clutch 
 - 4 Cymbal stands (not necessarily boom stands unless rack tom mount on them) 
 - Drum stool 
 - Drum mat (carpet) 

1 clean towel and 4 small bottles of  water room temperature 

IMPORTANT!!! 

- Batter skin on the kick drum MUST have a double patch in the centre. 
- If  rack tom is deeper than 10” please provide one more snare stand (2 in total) 
- If  there’s no chance of  getting a TAMA kit, anything else will do. Please NO DW!!! 
- Each cymbal stand MUST have a full set of  cymbal protection inc. plastic or rubber holding bit, at least 
two felts and a nut 
- Drum mat (carpet) is a must. 



Drum Microphones and stands: 

Beta 52 or D112 or SM91 plus short boom stand 
SM57 plus short boom stand – Snare top 
SM81 or KM184 plus short boom stand – Hi-Hat 
604 or 421 plus clips or boom stand x3 - Toms 
AKG214 or SM81 plus tall boom stand x2 – Overheads 

VOCALS: 2 Mics in the front of  the stage, Artist to supply floor mounted TC Helicon Voicelive vocal 
processor


